This paper proposes FuMicro, a fused microarchitecture integrating both in-order superscalar and Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) in a single core. A processor with FuMicro microarchitecture can work under alternative in-order superscalar and VLIW mode, using the same pipeline and the same Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). Small modification to the compiler is made to expand the register file in VLIW mode. The decision of mode switch is made by software, and this does not need extra hardware. VLIW code can be exploited in the form of library function and the users will be exposed under only superscalar mode; by this means, we can provide the users with a convenient development environment. FuMicro could serve as a universal microarchitecture for it can be applied to different ISAs. In this paper, we focus on the implementation of FuMicro with ARM ISA. This architecture is evaluated on gem5, which is a cycle accurate microarchitecture simulation platform. By adopting FuMicro microarchitecture, the performance can be improved on an average of 10%, with the best performance improvement being 47.3%, compared with that under pure in-order superscalar mode. The result shows that FuMicro microarchitecture can improve Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) significantly, making it promising to expand digital signal processing capability on a General Purpose Processor.
Introduction
With the evolution of wireless communication protocols, digital signal processing becomes more and more demanding in applications of embedded systems. As digital signal processors (DSPs) become increasingly indispensable, many embedded systems embrace both General Purpose Processor (GPP) cores and DSP cores.
Many SoCs use ARM+DSP architecture [1] [2] [3] [4] in recent years. For example, the Integra ARM+DSP architecture integrates the ARM Cortex-A8 processor and high performance DSP. Figure 1 shows a typical ARM+DSP architecture [5] .
Architectures incorporating GPP and DSP have their common headaches. The GPP and DSP require different instruction sets and they need independent development environment, which brings overwhelming workload to software design, making such architectures time and effort consumptive and inconvenient to the users at the same time. Communication between GPP and DSP brings more overhead [6] .
We aim to enhance digital signal processing ability on GPP cores to replace the GPP+DSP architecture by a single core.
To enhance DSP capability is to enable the processor to do more operations in one cycle. We either arrange more operations in a single instruction or issue more instructions in one cycle. Since we hope to keep the ISA of the GPP core unchanged, we consider the second approach. To issue more instructions in one cycle means to increase Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP).
Several methods increase ILP of a processor, including in-order superscalar, Out-of-Order (OoO) superscalar, and VLIW [7] .
As in-order superscalar approach dispatches instructions according to the register dependence table, the count of the instruction parallelism checking is proportional to the square of the dispatching width. Slight increase to the issue width can cause great delay to the critical path, which is not allowed by the high frequency demand; thus, though the program provides enough parallelism, the issue width of in-order superscalar microarchitecture is always limited [8] .
One of the early cases to introduce OoO dispatch and execution into superscalar pipeline design is the work of Smith and Pleszkun [9] . This largely increased the performance of processors, but at the same time, exacerbated the design complexity of control logic. Along came the increase of chip area, because OoO execution needs a large amount of memory to buffer instructions and intermediate results of execution. Power consumption increases correspondingly. In Micro44 conference, Sodani [10] , from Intel, gave the analysis of power consumption of a processor. Some applications adopt SIMD float point instructions to improve digital signal processing performance, and we call them computeheavy applications. To reduce power consumption, DSPs seldom adopt float point computation. For non-computeheavy applications, power consumption of OoO dispatch counts for 21% of the total power consumption, as shown in Figure 2 . Thus, for digital signal processors, to reduce this portion of power consumption is important.
Many DSPs adopt VLIW microarchitecture [11] [12] [13] . VLIW approach has its own drawbacks, and the most obvious one is compiler dependency. As the instructions are statically allocated by the compiler, any modification to the hardware resource requires recompilation of the program.
In conclusion, to improve the performance of a processor just depending on a single method is quite difficult, especially when we expect the processor to show excellent performance both on general purpose and digital signal processing tasks.
We choose in-order superscalar and VLIW approaches for several reasons. We avoid OoO because of the problem of power consumption. Most GPPs adopt superscalar approach considering the need of compatibility. On the basis of inorder superscalar, we arrange some parts of the application to run under VLIW mode, which can further increase parallelism. By this means, we avoid complex hardware and software design and achieve high ILP of the processor. This paper offers the following contributions.
(i) We propose FuMicro, a fused microarchitecture integrating both in-order superscalar and VLIW approaches. The two modes share the same pipeline and use the same ISA.
(ii) Provided with the VLIW library functions, the users can enjoy a simple and convenient development environment.
(iii) This fused microarchitecture could serve as a universal one for it can be applied to different ISAs.
Related Works
Since digital signal processing becomes progressively demanding in embedded applications, many processor suppliers expanded DSP capabilities on their GPPs. Eyre and Bier [14] have pointed out that, with the development of DSP, the DSP enhanced GPP cores will be the trend due to its cost, power, and area efficiency. Hameed et al. [15] evaluated general purposed chips, and they showed that the hardware resources in general purpose chips are limited in a quantitative way. It also gave solution to solve the problem, such as exploiting ILP and DLP by means of VLIW and SIMD, providing customized instructions, and creating specific function units. These approaches are well accepted by other designers. Wong et al. [16] enhanced multimedia capabilities to the GPP by introducing multimedia instructions and expanding hardware to support them.
The researches stated above have something in common. They all need to add instructions to the original ISA. It brings the task of exploitation of binary-tool-chain. While, in our design, in-order superscalar and VLIW mode support the same ISA. For mature industrial processors such as ARM processors, our method provides convenience to the migration of microarchitecture and compatibility to the binary-tool-chain.
Few researches were conducted on pipeline architecture design to enable DSP capabilities on GPP, which might be the most fundamental approach. Though, some researches might be similar to ours in the idea of fused mode in a single core.
Lin et al. [17] propose a unified DSP working under RISC or VLIW mode, and the mode can be switched instruction by instruction. The instruction set was modified on the basis of MIPS32 ISA. They proposed hierarchical instruction encoding, which enables mode switch. When the program jumps to a VLIW packet, which has special tags to be recognized, it switches to VLIW mode. This design mainly focuses on the instruction encoding method. The hierarchical instruction encoding technology realizes mode switch and reduced VLIW code size significantly. Though the concept of fused mode might be similar, our approach is quite different. We do not focus on ISA design; on the contrary, our approach can be applied to any existing ISA, only if the ISA has possibility to be utilized to realize mode switch. Our main technique is the design of pipeline shared by the two modes.
Khubaib et al. [18] propose MorphCore which provides two modes of execution: out-of-order and in-order. This design aims to realize high performance ILP and high throughput TLP. Firstly, MorphCore is a traditional OoO core. When TLP is available, it works as a Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) in-order core. Mode switch depends on the number of active threads. When the number of active threads is less than a threshold, it switches to OoO mode. The overhead of mode switch is pipeline drain and the spill or fill of architectural register state of the threads. While they realize high TLP by means of SMT, we choose the method of VLIW to increase ILP. We switch mode by instructions, which brings little overhead.
Villavieja et al. [19] propose Yoga, a hybrid microarchitecture of OoO and VLIW. Yoga remembers instruction schedules generated under OoO and transforms them into VLIW words. When it comes to the same part of the program, Yoga will arrange these VLIW words to run under VLIW mode to save power. The two approaches work under independent pipelines. The hardware design is complicated and the hardware is underutilized.
Fallin et al. [20] propose heterogeneous block architecture (HBA). The idea of fine-grained heterogeneity is quite similar with our design. It is observed that code sections in a program fit different architectures better. HBA combines heterogeneous architectures, including in-order superscalar, out-of-order superscalar, and VLIW, in one core. It uses simple heuristics to choose backends for different code sections. The difference is that we use software to decide whether the processor works under in-order superscalar or VLIW mode, while they use hardware to make this decision.
Design Ideas and Methods
According to pipeline design methodology, the procedure of processing one instruction is divided into several finer grained jobs. The pipelines of in-order superscalar and VLIW microarchitectures share eight common actions as listed as follows.
(1) Fetch instructions from I-Cache. Steps (1)- (2) are done before instruction dispatch and steps (4)- (8) (ii) If an instruction can be dispatched successfully, then record its destination registers' indexes.
(iii) When an instruction finishes execution, remove its destination registers' indexes.
For VLIW microarchitecture, instruction parallelism detection is much simpler than superscalar. In traditional VLIW instruction encoding, there are several bits indicating the parallelism of the instruction which are called the explicit parallelism indicating bits. By checking those bits, dispatch stage can determine how many instructions should be dispatched in one cycle. In this paper, we propose a VLIW dispatch method according to the order of function units.
When the dispatch width grows, the complexity of dispatching grows differently between two microarchitectures. For superscalar, the count of the instruction parallelism checking is proportional to the square of the dispatching width because each instruction to be dispatched should be checked with the register dependence table [21] . For VLIW, by adopting the proposed dispatch method, the count of the instruction parallelism checking is proportional to the dispatching width.
While VLIW has simpler dispatch logic, superscalar has two advantages over VLIW. One is backward compatibility, which means old programs can directly run on a new processor. Another one is dynamic cycle instruction efficiency. When a cache miss occurs, superscalar can still dispatch irrelevant instructions into the execution stages while VLIW can only stall dispatching instructions.
We are inspired to incorporate the advantages of the two dispatching patterns given that superscalar and VLIW microarchitectures have almost the same pipeline modules. Figure 3 shows the concept of fused microarchitecture.
Superscalar and VLIW present outstanding performance in different applications. Superscalar is good at handling general purpose assignments, while VLIW stands out in compute-intensive tasks. As Figure 4 shows, a program is divided into several sections and each section runs under a certain mode. For those high-parallelism demand parts of the program, we arrange them to run under the VLIW mode and the remaining part runs under superscalar mode. The dispatch stage would recognize the running mode of that section of instructions and dispatch them accordingly. By wisely allocating tasks, the performance can be greatly improved.
To realize the FuMicro based on ARM ISA, we focus on solving the following problems.
(i) Pipeline Design. This is the most significant part because in-order superscalar and VLIW mode should share the same pipeline and the processor should work under alternative mode.
(ii) Mode Switch. Since mode switch takes place at software level, mode switch method differs according to the instruction set. When we transform a superscalar machine to FuMicro architecture, we should work out method to realize mode switch with the instruction set unchanged.
(iii) Computing Resource. VLIW approach realizes higher parallelism and we should provide enough computational resources. As the size of register file is constrained by the instruction set, we may need to expand register file by other means in order to retain the ISA.
Microarchitecture
In this design, we aim to fulfil a kind of fused microarchitecture, which combines the advantages of in-order superscalar and VLIW microarchitecture and hides their drawbacks. We aim to transform ARM in-order superscalar processor into a fused architectural one. By enabling in-order superscalar and VLIW cooperating in the same core, we expect to improve the DSP performance of the ARM GPP core noticeably.
The features of the fused microarchitecture are.
(i) The processor with fused microarchitecture works under alternative in-order superscalar and VLIW mode.
(ii) The two modes share the same pipeline and support the same ISA. The codes for the two modes exist in the same code flow.
(iii) Mode switch takes place at software level, which needs no extra hardware.
(iv) The VLIW code is provided as library function, and the user is exposed to only superscalar mode, making the development environment simple and convenient.
(v) The fused microarchitecture could serve as a universal one for it can be applied to different ISAs.
Composition. ARM Cortex-A7 [22]
is a 2-issue in-order superscalar processor. There are 5 function units available, including 1 integer unit, 1 multiply unit, 1 float point unit, 1 load/store unit, and 1 branch unit. By applying FuMicro to ARM ISA, we aim to expand digital signal processing functionality on ARM general purpose cores. We name the processor as ARM-FuMicro.
In ARM-FuMicro, we design the two modes to be 2-issue in-order superscalar mode and 7-issue VLIW mode. If ARM-FuMicro works only under superscalar mode, it performs just like ARM Cortex-A7. VLIW mode provides higher parallelism and requires sufficient function units and registers. Those in ARM Cortex-A7 are not enough.
We assume that 7 function units are available in ARMFuMicro, including 2 integer units, 2 multiply units, which can also execute integer instructions, 2 load/store units, and 1 branch unit. Integer instructions are completed in 1 cycle, multiply instruction are completed in 2 cycles, and load/store instructions are finished in 3 cycles. Branch instructions are finished in 1 cycle in superscalar mode and there are 5 branch delay slots in VLIW mode. These are shown in Table 1 . For load instructions, the pipeline will be stalled if a cache miss happens, and it will take far more cycles to finish execution. In ARM ISA, preload mechanism is realized by the PLD instruction. When a large number of data is needed for computation, the PLD instruction can preload data from DRAM to cache to avoid cache misses.
Register File.
While function units can be easily expanded, register organization is so constrained by the ISA. In ARM ISA, there are only 4 bits in an instruction encode assigned for register addressing, which implies that only 16 registers are available. Of the limited 16 registers, 4 (R0-R3) are used for parameter transfer in subroutine call and 3 (R13-R15) are used as SP, LR, and PC registers, which cannot be arbitrarily used by programmers. As a result, only 9 registers (R4-R12) can be used freely in program design, which cannot meet the requirement for high parallelism in VLIW mode.
Even though ARM provides several working modes, and it is claimed to have 37 registers in total, in most occasions, especially for the programmer visible part, it works just under the user mode.
To address this problem, we expand the register file by fully utilizing the ARM ISA. Most ARM instructions support conditional execution. For those instructions, the highest 4 bits indicate the condition of execution. 0x0000-0x1110 indicate 15 conditions in all. The instructions with the highest 4 bits being 0x1111 are corresponding to the expanded ISA space, such as the NEON and Vector ISA. ARM added these instructions to explore SIMD technique on some series of ARM processors. In this design, these instructions are not supported. And we utilize this ISA space to expand the register file.
Among all the execution conditions, condition AL(0x1110) means always, and if condition is elided, the effect equals that under condition AL. In other words, an instruction is added with the AL suffix or not does not affect the encoding of this instruction. In VLIW mode of ARM-FuMicro, we modified the assembler to distinguish instructions with and without AL suffix. The instructions without AL suffix are compiled to be 0X1110, and instructions with AL suffix are compiled to be 0X1111. Since condition AL does not affect the execution of an instruction, we use condition AL to choose register file. Thus, we can expand the number of registers available. Table 2 shows the expanded register file. R0-R15 registers are the original ARM registers. The method of expanding register file stated above is just supported under VLIW mode. R0-R3 registers are still used for parameter transfer complying with the ARM-Thumb Procedure Call Standard (ATPCS). K4-K12 compose register file S0, and T4-T12 compose register file S1. Register files S0 and S1 are the R0  R1  R2  R3  R4  K4  T4  R5  K5  T5  R6  K6  T6  R7  K7  T7  R8  K8  T8  R9  K9  T9  R10  K10  T10  R11  Kll  T11  R12  K12  T12 expanded registers, and they are selected by condition AL. If condition AL is set, we choose register file S0; else we choose register file S1. A code example is shown in Table 3 .
Pipeline Design.
The universal pipeline structure of FuMicro microarchitecture is shown in Figure 5 , and the premises of the pipeline design are listed as follows.
(i) The issue width under superscalar mode is 2.
(ii) The issue width under VLIW mode is 7.
(iii) The size of the instruction is 16 bits or 32 bits.
(iv) The size of the Instruction Fetching Packet (IFP) is 256 bits, to meet the demand of VLIW mode.
The universal pipeline structure of FuMicro microarchitecture consists of the following stages. All the instructions to be dispatched are put in the dispatching registers. There are only one dispatching register in the decode stage.
(vi) Stage 6: IDC (Instruction Decode Stage). The decode stage just decodes all the instructions. (vii) Stages 7-9: EX (Instruction Execution Stages).
In the execution stages, superscalar mode and VLIW mode have the same behavior. Different instructions need different cycles to finish execution.
Mode Switch.
In order to ensure complete compatibility with ARM ISA, we realize mode switch by utilizing ARM instructions. There is a register called Current Program Status Register (CPSR) in ARM. It is a 32-bit register recording the information of execution condition bits, instruction set, ARM processor mode, and so on. There are several reserved bits we can utilize. As it is described in ARMv7-A architecture, CPSR has 4 reserved bits, and we take one as the mode switch flag, as shown in Figure 6 . By setting and clearing this bit, we switch from one mode to the other. CPSR can be modified by instructions. Modification of CPSR should comply with the principle of copy-modify-write back, and direct modification to the CPSR is not allowed. The ASM code for mode switch is shown in Table 4 . When mode switches from superscalar to VLIW, we set the MS bit as 1. When MS bit is set as 0, mode switches from VLIW to superscalar.
In conclusion, mode switch is totally decided by software. The programmers can switch the mode from one to the other when they want to. Generally, we switch to VLIW mode when the code section can provide high ILP. What the hardware needs to do is to check the MS bit each cycle. When MS bit is 1, the current mode is VLIW, and it should dispatch instructions according to the principle we are going to describe in the next part. When MS bit is 0, the current mode will be inorder superscalar, and the processor should check register dependence table to dispatch instructions. Thus, we need quite simple logic to realize mode switch, and the overhead of mode switch mainly comes from executing the mode switch instructions, as shown in Table 4 . Since these instructions are irrelevant to the program function, they bring about 3-cycle performance loss. But the performance improvement brought by VLIW can easily make up for this loss.
VLIW Dispatch Method.
Under VLIW mode, we dispatch instructions according to the order of function units. ARM-FuMicro has 7 function units, which can be classified into four categories: integer unit (A), multiply unit (M), load/store unit (L), and branch unit (B). The order of the functions is listed as follows. Instructions with ascending order can be dispatched in one cycle.
The order is defined based on the fact that, in a program, most instructions are arithmetic instructions and the number of branch instructions is the smallest. In other words, this is the order easiest to meet, and more instructions can be dispatched according to this order. As the VLIW code is hand written, the programmer should ensure that there is no dependency between the instructions to be dispatched in one cycle.
The code examples will be given in the next chapter, to help understand this principle.
Branch Prediction.
Branch prediction is applied in superscalar mode. In VLIW mode, we use delayed branch, and each branch instruction has 5 delay slots. So when we write VLIW code, we have to make use of the delay slots to keep the pipeline running. The delayed branch is very effective. Since we always arrange compute-intensive code sections to run under VLIW mode, and such code sections might be performed for thousands of times in one program, so the branch in such code sections is more likely to be taken. Thus, the performance loss in VLIW mode caused by branch is negligible.
Next, we introduce the branch prediction method applied in superscalar mode. In the fused microarchitecture, we should not still use the same method as in pure superscalar mode [23] to deal with branch instructions, mainly because of the concept of IFP. At fetch stage we use two 256-bit fetch registers to mimic an instruction fetch queue, and each is called an IFP. Figure 7 shows a normal case. B indicates the branch instruction and T indicates the branch target. We call the IFP containing branch instruction the first IFP and we call the next IFP containing the branch target instruction the second IFP. When it comes to the branch instruction, the post-B instructions in the first IFP and the pre-T instructions in the second IFP are all flushed. If the branch prediction is correct, we just do nothing. While the branch prediction is incorrect, we flush all the pipelines before the execution stage.
A special case is also demonstrated in Figure 7 . Because of the variable length of the instructions, a 32-bit branch instruction can be partitioned into two IFP, with the 16-bit in the first IFP and 16-bit in the second IFP. This will cause a bubble in the pipeline because the post-B instructions in the second IFP will all be flushed. In this case, even if the branch prediction is correct, we will still loss a cycle.
Software Design
In this part, we will introduce how we choose the code section to be executed under VLIW mode. Then, we introduce VLIW code design method, to help understand VLIW dispatch method and delayed branch in VLIW mode. We also explain how we provide VLIW library functions to users.
Code Division.
VLIW execution can greatly improve the execution efficiency. To decide whether a code section is suitable to be executed under VLIW mode, we consider whether there are enough computational operations in one basic block and we hope the dependency between them is as little as possible. The fundamental goal is to fully utilize the computational resources. Figure 8 shows two examples of how we divide the code into two modes. Figure 8(a) is a FFT program. In this program, the subfunction fft bit reduct fulfils iteration of the butterfly operation, which in the main operation in fft function. Since this code section is computed intensively and the ILP is relatively high, we arrange this code section to run under VLIW mode. Figure 8(b) shows the mpeg2decode programs. Mpeg2decode programs convert MPEG-2 video bitstreams into uncompressed video. Mpeg2decode includes several subfunctions, of which idct function takes large part of computation task, since it is subsubfuction of many other subfunctions. When mpeg2decode programs run under superscalar mode of FuMicro, idct subfunction takes 28.3% of the total runtime. While the code size of idct takes just 3.7% of the total. We arrange the idct subfunction to run under VLIW mode, and the rest parts of the programs run under superscalar mode. After rewrite the idct code into VLIW pattern; the total code size is just expanded by 0.37%. 
VLIW Code Design.
As for the VLIW code design method, We firstly consider code sections without branch instructions. Table 5 (a) shows a code section run under superscalar mode. The total runtime is 10 cycles. Table 5 we arrange the same code section to run under VLIW mode, and the runtime is reduced to 6 cycles.
Next, we explain the details of how we design VLIW code. We name the instructions dispatched in cycle as dispatch package . As we can see, the instructions dispatched in one cycle all comply with the order of A, M, and L. Compared with the original code as shown in Table 5 (a), we simply reorder the instructions to satisfy the dispatch principle of VLIW. But in this process, we should make sure that every instruction will be executed correctly.
For example, instruction number 6 is brought forward to cycle 1. Because the execution of number 6 does not depend on the execution result of numbers 1-5 and when it is brought forward, it does not affect the execution of numbers 3-5, it is notable that instruction number 6 is before numbers 3-5 in VLIW code. Numbers 3-5 use the value of r2, and number 6 uses load number to r2. As loas/store instructions are finished in 3 cycles, instruction number 6 is finished at the end of cycle 3. So the value of r2 is changed by number 6 until the end of cycle 3, which means instruction numbers 3-5 use the correct value of r2. Similarly, instruction No. 19 is brought forward to cycle 4. In this way, instruction number 19 will finish execution at the end of cycle 6.
Next, we consider code sections with branch instructions. As described before, there are 5 delay slots for branch instructions in VLIW mode. We assume the ASM code given in Table 5 (a) is in a loop and at the end of the loop is a branch instruction, as shown in Box 1. The corresponding VLIW code is given in Box 2. We bring the branch instruction 5 cycles ahead; thus the delay slots can be fed with useful instructions. The premise is that the condition of branch is produced before the branch instructions; otherwise, we need to relocate the branch label and the branch instruction at the same time. the largest amount of computation tasks. We rewrite the idct ASM code into VLIW pattern and compile it as static library. The users can use this library but do not need to know how to design VLIW code or how to switch mode. The process is shown in Figure 9 . We first compile idct.c into ASM and get idct.s. Then we rewrite idct.s into VLIW pattern. The VLIW code is compiled as static library. The function of idct is called by main function. For the users, what they need to do is just to compile the main function together with the given VLIW library.
VLIW Library

Evaluation
This architecture is simulated on gem5 simulator [24] . gem5 is a cycle accurate simulation platform. It support many ISAs, such as Alpha, ARM, MIPS, and Power. It also has several CPU models, including AtomicSimpleCPU, TimingSimpleCPU, inorderCPU, and O3CPU. AtomicSimpleCPU is the most recommended model for self-designed architecture simulation [25] . We realize the fused microarchitecture based on TimingSimpleCPU model, and the target ISA is ARM ISA. TimingSimpleCPU model is similar to AtomicSimpleCPU, but it uses timing memory accesses, which is more accurate.
To provide a comprehensive evaluation of FuMicro, we choose various benchmarks, including Dhrystone2.1 [26] , CoreMark1.0, DSPStone [27] , EEMBC [28] telecom, and mpeg2decode [29] .
Dhrystone and CoreMark benchmarks are used to evaluate the general purpose capability of a processor. DSPStone and EEMBC telecom are widely used benchmarks, which emphasize more the evaluation of digital signal processing ability. Mpeg2decode programs convert MPEG-2 video bitstreams into uncompressed video, and it also requires digital signal processing ability.
All the benchmarks are written in C code. The programs running under VLIW mode are mainly developed by hand coding. We firstly compile the C code into assembling language, from which we pick the code sections that are most suitable to be executed in VLIW mode and rewrite the code into VLIW pattern. At the beginning and ending of the VLIW section we insert instructions to realize mode switch.
ARM compiler is gcc linaro-4.7-2013.06-1.
Synthesis Result.
FuMicro is designed initially based on LILY2 ISA. The predecessor of LILY2 is called LILY [30] , which is an independently designed VLIW DSP. We introduced the in-order superscalar on the basis of the VLIW microarchitecture. When the fused microarchitecture works, we consider to adopt FuMicro to ARM ISA. Since ARM-FuMicro hardware is still under working, we can only give the benchmark evaluation result based on the simulator. LILY and LILY2 are both synthesized based on Xilinx FPGA and the results are shown below. FPGA is ZYNQ device XC7Z045 FFG900 and synthesis tool is Vivado. The synthesis result is given in Table 6 . The result shows that when transforming the VLIW microarchitecture into the fused microarchitecture, hardware consumption is rather small. LILY2 requires more memory space for branch prediction, and the size of memory depends on the Branch Target Buffer (BTB) table item.
Superscalar Performance Evaluation.
We evaluate the general purpose performance of ARM-FuMicro processor by Dhrystone and CoreMark. The Dhrystone result is 1.93 DMIPS/MHz and the CoreMark result is 3.14 DMIPS/ MHz, as shown in Table 7 . For general purpose evaluation, ARM-FuMicro processor works just under superscalar mode. The general purpose performance of ARM-FuMicro is similar to ARM Cortex-A7 processor, of which the Dhrystone result is 1.9 DMIPS/MHz.
Fused Mode Performance Evaluation.
We evaluate the digital signal processing ability of ARM-FuMicro processor by EEMBC telecom and DSPStone benchmarks. The result is shown in Tables 8 and 9 . For EEMBC benchmarks, when the processor works under alternative fused mode, the performance can be improved on an average of 14.9%, compared with that under pure superscalar mode. It also shows similar or even worse performance when handling viterb and fbital functions. For DSPStone benchmarks, most programs show better performance with an average improvement of 8.2%. There are also some programs that show worse performances.
We also evaluate the image decompression processing ability of ARM-FuMicro processor and the result is shown in Table 10 . We arrange the idct function to run under VLIW mode, and the remaining parts of the programs run under superscalar mode. The performance of mpeg2decode is improved by 10.0%, and the total code size is expanded just by 0.37%, as shown in Table 11 .
Results Analysis.
For ARM-FuMicro processor, the general purpose performance is close to ARM Cortex-A7 processor, which is what we expected. The objective of FuMicro microarchitecture is exploiting digital signal processing ability on general purpose cores. For ARM-FuMicro processor, the performance of most EEMBC and DSPStone functions can be improved. While for some functions, the results remain similar or even become worse.
Two main factors leading to possibly performance degradation are inserting mode switch instructions and delayed branch in VLIW mode. When the performance improvement brought by VLIW can not cover the performance loss caused by executing mode switch instructions, or the VLIW branch delay slots can not be efficiently utilized, the overall performance will decrease. So this result can be partly attributed to the nature of the programs. Through analysis of the programs, we find that the programs, of which the results under fused mode are worse than that under superscalar mode, are among the following categories.
(i) The program is short with few operations.
(ii) There are multilayer nested loops in the program and in each loop, there are few operations.
(iii) The programs provide limited parallelism. High dependency exists between conjoint instructions.
EEMBC and DSPStone both include a few small benchmarks. Some of them are too simple, and the computation amount is quite small. Just considering the basic block, Table 5 shows that we reduce the execution time of a 19-instruction basic block form 10 cycles to 6 cycles. When the basic block is even smaller, the performance improvement brought by VLIW is quite limited. What is more, we have to insert mode switch instructions, and it will take a few cycles. If the disadvantage of mode switch overweights the advantage of VLIW, the performance decreases. Boxes 1 and 2 show an ideal case of branch instruction. The branch target is the basic block itself, and the condition of branch is ready 5 cycles before the branch instruction. When the condition, normally the result of a compare instruction, is ready just before the branch instruction, we can not bring the branch instruction forward. When the branch target is redirected to other basic blocks, it makes the situation even more complex. Then it is difficult to insert useful instructions into the branch delay slots, and this may case several cycles of performance loss. These programs are not suitable to be executed in VLIW mode in nature. So the results of EEMBC and DSPStone, at the same time, reflect the flexibility of FuMicro microarchitecture. For the programs that are suitable to be executed in VLIW, the performance can be improved up to 47.3%. Mpeg2decode is a relatively large benchmark. Among the mpeg2decode programs, idct is the most suitable one to run under VLIW mode. The result shows that the performance is improved by 10.0% with just 0.37% of code size expansion. The results show the potential capability of FuMicro in digital signal processing filed.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a universal microarchitecture named as FuMicro, aiming to realize GPP+DSP capability in a single core. Our approach is to allow the processor working under alternative in-order superscalar and VLIW mode using the same pipeline and the same ISA. Superscalar approach is suitable for flow control tasks, while VLIW approach is advantageous in processing DSP applications. Wise assignment of the tasks can bring improvement to the performance of the processor.
FuMicro is applied to ARM ISA. The evaluation of ARMFuMicro shows that, for the programs including sections that are suitable to be executed in VLIW mode, the result can be improved to a large extend. Such programs are characterized by high parallelism and large amount of computational operations.
It is a trend for many systems to use ARM+DSP cores, indicating the need of both general flow control capability and data processing ability simultaneously, and FuMicro microarchitecture is promising to take place of the ARM+DSP architecture to satisfy all these needs in a single core.
